Determination of the optimal number of markers and individuals in a training population necessary for maximum prediction accuracy in F2 populations by using genomic selection models.
Genomic selection is a useful technique to assist breeders in selecting the best genotypes accurately. Phenotypic selection in the F2 generation presents with low accuracy as each genotype is represented by one individual; thus, genomic selection can increase selection accuracy at this stage of the breeding program. This study aimed to establish the optimal number of individuals required to compose the training population and to establish the amount of markers necessary to obtain the maximum accuracy by genomic selection methods in F2 populations. F2 populations with 1000 individuals were simulated, and six traits were simulated with different heritability values (5, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 99%). Ridge regression best linear unbiased prediction was used in all analyses. Genomic selection models were set by varying the number of individuals in the training population (2 to 1000 individuals) and markers (2 to 3060 markers). Phenotypic accuracy, genotypic accuracy, genetic variance, residual variance, and heritability were evaluated. Greater the number of individuals in the training population, higher was the accuracy; the values of genotypic and residual variances and heritability were close to the optimum value. Higher the heritability of the trait, higher is the number of markers necessary to obtain maximum accuracy, ranging from 200 for the trait with 5% heritability to 900 for the trait with 99% heritability. Therefore, genomic selection models for prediction in F2 populations must consist of 200 to 900 markers of major effect on the trait and more than 600 individuals in the training population.